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SPACE TIME RESONANCES

[after Germain, Masmoudi, Shatah]

by David LANNES

INTRODUCTION

An important research program in nonlinear partial differential equations consists in

proving the existence of global in time smooth solutions to various nonlinear dispersive

equations on Rd (d integer, d ≥ 1) with small initial data. This program was initiated

about three decades ago and has been the motivation for the development of powerful

concepts.

A general feature is that the linear dispersive terms of the equation tend to force

the solution to spread and to decay. Various dispersive estimates have been derived

to provide precise informations on this decay. The contribution of the nonlinear terms

is very different. As for ordinary differential equations, they may be responsible for

the development of finite time singularities. When dealing with small data, smooth

nonlinearities behave roughly as their Taylor expansion at zero. The smaller the

homogeneity p of the nonlinearity at the origin, the larger the nonlinear effects. A

first class of global existence results can be obtained when dispersive effects dominate

nonlinear effects. Since dispersive effects increase with the dimension d, this is the

general situation in large dimension and/or large p; in this situation, nonlinearities do

not contribute to the large time behavior of the solution (see for instance [39]).

In smaller dimension or for lower order nonlinearities, the situation is more compli-

cated and depends on the precise structure of the nonlinearity, not only on its order.

For the quadratic wave equation in dimension d = 3, Klainerman identified [25] the so

called null condition on the nonlinearities that ensures, with his powerful vector fields

method, global existence for small data. This method is very robust and has been used

for many other equations; a spectacular illustration is for instance [4] for the global

nonlinear stability of the Minkowski space (see also [30] for a simplified proof using the

notion of weak null condition). We also refer for instance to [20] for applications to the

Schrödinger equation, to [27] for a small review, and to [8] for a new approach of the

vector fields method.

Another powerful technique to obtain global existence of nonlinear dispersive equa-

tions in low dimension or lower order nonlinearities is the normal form method popular-

ized by Shatah who used it for the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation [34] (see also [35]

for a similar approach by Simon). The idea of this method is inspired by the theory of
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Poincaré’s normal forms for dynamical systems; for a quadratic equation for instance,

it consists in making a quadratic change of unknown chosen so that the new unknown

solves a cubic evolution equation, for which global existence is much easier to establish.

In absence of, or with few time resonances, this method is very efficient, and has also

been used in many works. See for instance [33, 36, 31], as well as [9] where the relevance

of null conditions for the normal form method is exploited.

In a series of papers [14, 15, 16, 12, 13], Germain, Masmoudi and Shatah introduced a

new method to handle situations where the normal form approach cannot be used. The

same idea has also been used independently by Gustafson, Nakanishi and Tsai [17, 18]

for the Gross-Pitaevskii equation. Working on a Duhamel formulation of the equations

in Fourier variables, they identify the normal form transform as an integration by parts

in time in this formula. Time resonances are the natural obstruction since they create

singularities when this integration by parts is performed. Germain, Masmoudi and

Shatah propose to complement this approach with an integration by parts in frequency

that provides extra time decay, which is helpful to prove global well posedness. The

obstructions to this approach are called by the authors space resonances; they differ

in general from time resonances, which explains why situations that were not covered

by the normal form approach can be handled this way. As for the vector fields with

the null condition, the structure of the nonlinearities plays an important role for the

space time resonance approach; when the nonlinearities cancel some of the singularities

created by time or frequency integration by parts, one may expect the normal form

method or Germain, Masmoudi and Shatah’s more general approach to work even in

situations where time and/or space resonances are present. Based on an analogy with

optics, we call here these structural conditions time and space transparency.

We tried in these notes to distinguish the notion of null condition from those of space

and time transparencies; we also relate them to another structural condition on the

nonlinearities called compatibility, and which is linked to the decay rate of products of

solutions of homogeneous linear dispersive equations.

Throughout these notes, we use the following quadratic wave equation as a simple

example to explain Klainerman’s vector field method, the normal form approach, and

Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah’s new method,

(1) ∂2
t u−∆u = Q(∂u, ∂u), u|t=0 = εu(0), ∂tu|t=0 = εu(1),

where Q(·, ·) is a symmetric bilinear form and ∂u = (∂tu, ∂1u, . . . , ∂du)T . When the

simplicity of this example hides important phenomena, we also use a system of two

coupled such equations. We also comment on the case of general first order symmetric

systems because this framework is quite adapted for a comparison of the null condition,

the space and time transparencies, and the compatibility condition.

Section 1 is devoted to a general exposure of Klainerman’s vector field method, while

Section 2 is centered on the normal form approach. These techniques are very classical

and our goal is not to review recent results related to them; we just present their basic
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mechanisms to help understanding the rationale and the interest of the new method

of Germain, Masmoudi and Shatah, which is described in Section 3. We also include

in this section a description of the authors’ global existence result for the water waves

equations [15], which is probably the most important example of application of this new

method. Finally we point out in Section 4 that the null, transparency and compatibil-

ities conditions play also a role in other contexts than the issue of global existence for

small data.

1. KLAINERMAN’S VECTOR FIELDS METHOD

As explained in the introduction, global existence for small initial data is the general

scenario for nonlinear dispersive equations when the dimension is large and/or the

nonlinearity is of high order at the origin. For the quadratic wave equation (1), global

existence is always true when d ≥ 4. We sketch the proof of this classical result in §1.1.

1.1. Global existence for the quadratic wave equation (1) in dimension d ≥ 4

We prove in this section the following theorem using the vector fields method intro-

duced by Klainerman [25].

Theorem 1.1 ([25]). — The Cauchy problem (1) with smooth compactly supported ini-

tial conditions has a smooth solution for all t ≥ 0 if d ≥ 4 and ε is small enough.

For the linear homogeneous wave equation,

(2) ∂2
t u−∆u = 0, u|t=0 = εu(0), ∂tu|t=0 = εu(1),

the energy

E(u) =
1

2
|∂tu|22 +

1

2
|∇u|22

is conserved. More generally, one gets the following classical energy inequality after

multiplying �u by ∂tu and integrating in space,

(3) E(u)1/2(t) ≤ E(u)1/2(0) +

∫ t

0

|�u(τ, ·)|2dτ.

If Z is a vector field that commutes with the operator � = ∂2
t −∆, and if u solves (2),

one also has

(4) (∂2
t −∆)Zu = 0,

and E(Zu) is also conserved. More generally, if Z1, . . . Zn is a family of vector fields

that commute with the wave operator �, the quantity E(Z1 . . . Znu) is conserved; this

yields important information on the regularity and/or decay properties of the solution.

For the wave equation, the vector fields that commute with � are

(5) ∂α, Zjk = xk∂j − xj∂k, Zj = xj∂t + t∂j,
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where 0 ≤ α ≤ d, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ d, (t, x) = (x0, x1, . . . , xd) and ∂α = ∂xα . These vector

fields correspond to invariances of the equation, respectively translation and Lorentzian

invariances. Another important vector field is given by

(6) Z0 = t∂t +
d∑
j=1

xj∂j,

corresponding to scaling invariance; note that Z0 does not commute with � = ∂2
t −∆

but that [�, Z0] = 2�, so that the property (4) holds. We call commuting vector fields

the vector fields (5) and (6).

One can then build Sobolev-type norms based on these vector fields and generalize

the standard embedding Hs(Rd) ⊂ L∞(Rd) (s > d/2); more precisely, for all smooth

and decaying function v of (t, x), the following Klainerman-Sobolev inequality (due to

Klainerman [25], see also [21, 38] for a proof) holds,

(7)
(
1 + t+ |x|

)d−1(
1 + |t− |x||

)
|v(t, x)|2 ≤ C

∑
|I|≤d/2+1

|ZIv|22,

where ZI denotes any product of |I| of the above commuting vector fields.

Defining for all s ≥ 0, the higher order energy

Es(v) =
∑
|I|≤s

E(ZIv),

and remarking that for all 0 ≤ α ≤ d,

(8) ZI∂α = linear combination of vector fields ∂βZ
J , with |J | ≤ |I|,

the inequality (7) implies that for all product ZK of |K| commuting vector fields,

(9)
(
1 + t+ |x|

)d−1(
1 + |t− |x||

)
|ZK∂v(t, x)|2 ≤ CEd/2+1+|K|(v).

Since Ed/2+1+|K|(u) is a conserved quantity if u solves (2), (9) furnishes decay estimates

for the solution of the homogeneous wave equation with smooth and compactly sup-

ported initial data. It is also the heart of Klainerman’s proof of global existence. Since

either [�, Z]U = 0 or [�, Z]U = 2�U = 2Q(∂u, ∂u), we get by applying ZI to (1) that

�(ZIu) = [�, ZI ]U + ZIQ(∂u, ∂u),

=
∑

|J |+|K|≤|I|

QJK

(
ZJ∂u, ZK∂u

)
(10)

where the QJK are also bilinear forms on Rd+1 × Rd+1. Therefore from (3),

(11)
∑
|I|≤s

E(ZIu)1/2(t) ≤
∑
|I|≤s

E(ZIu)1/2(0) +
∑

|J |+|K|≤s

∫ t

0

|QJK(ZJ∂u, ZK∂u)(τ)|2dτ.

Defining

Ms(t) =
∑
|I|≤s

|ZI∂u(t, ·)|2, and ms(t) =
∑
|I|≤s

|ZI∂u(t, ·)|∞
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(so that, thanks to (8), Ms(t) ∼ Es(u)1/2), and remarking that

∀J,K, |J |+ |K| ≤ s, |QJK(ZJ∂u, ZK∂u)(τ)|2 ≤ Cms/2(τ)Ms(τ),

we deduce from (11) that

(12) Ms(t) ≤ C
(
Ms(0) +

∫ t

0

ms/2(τ)Ms(τ)dτ
)
.

We also deduce from (9) that

(1 + t
d−1
2 )ms/2(τ) ≤ CMs/2+d/2+1(τ)

and therefore, for all s ≥ d+ 2 (so that s/2 + d/2 + 1 ≤ s),

(13) Ms(t) ≤ C
(
Ms(0) +

∫ t

0

(1 + τ
d−1
2 )−1Ms(τ)2dτ

)
,

for some constant C > 0.

Denoting c∞ =

∫ ∞
0

(1 + τ
d−1
2 )−1 < ∞ (since d > 3), we deduce that Ms(t) remains

bounded from above by 2CMs(0) provided that 1 + 4Cc∞Ms(0) < 2, which is always

possible for small enough ε. Global existence then follows from a standard continuation

argument.

1.2. Null forms and global existence in dimension d = 3

The global existence result proved in the previous section relies on the convergence

of the integral

∫ ∞
0

(1 + τ
d−1
2 )−1dτ in (13). In dimension d = 3, this integral diverges

logarithmically, and an adaptation of the same arguments yields a lower bound for the

existence time, Tε ≥ exp(
c

ε
), for some constant c > 0. One cannot expect a better result

in general; Fritz John [22] showed for instance that (radial) solutions to the equation

(14) ∂2
t u−∆u = (∂tu)2, u|t=0 = εu(0), ∂tu|t=0 = εu(1),

blow up at Tε ∼ exp( c
ε
) (see also [1] for other examples of blow up).

On the other hand, as noticed by Nirenberg, it is easy to see that

(15) ∂2
t u−∆u = −(∂tu)2 + |∇u|2, u|t=0 = εu(0), ∂tu|t=0 = εu(1),

admits global solutions for small ε. Let indeed v be the solution of the homogeneous

wave equation (2) with Cauchy data v|t=0 = exp(εu(0))−1 and ∂tv|t=0 = ε exp(εu(0))u(1).

Setting ũ = ln(1 + v) (this makes sense for small enough ε), one has ũ|t=0 = εu(0),

∂tũ|t=0 = εu(1) and

0 = ∂2
t v −∆v = (exp ũ)×

(
∂2
t ũ−∆ũ+ (∂tũ)2 − |∇ũ|2

)
;

it follows that ũ solves the same equation as u, and has the same Cauchy data, so that

u = ũ. Since ũ is obviously globally defined, the result follows. Of course, this method

is not robust at all: it does not generalize to systems, or cubic perturbations, or to the

quasilinear case treated by Klainerman.
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The different behavior observed for (14) and (15) can only come from the structure

of the bilinear forms

Q(ξ1, ξ2) = τ 1τ 2 and Q(ξ1, ξ2) = −τ 1τ 2 + η1 · η2 =: −Q0(ξ1, ξ2)

respectively (with ξj = (τ j, ηj) ∈ R1+d, j = 1, 2) — here, d = 3, but this discus-

sion holds for all d ≥ 2. If u and v denote two solutions of the homogeneous wave

equation (2) with smooth and compactly supported initial data, then we can deduce

from the Klainerman-Sobolev inequality (7) that ∂u and ∂v decay as O(t(−d+1)/2) so

that Q(∂u, ∂v) = O(t−d+1). However, the decay of ∂u and ∂v is not uniform in all

directions. It is of order O(t(−d+1)/2) in the direction ∂t − ∂r perpendicular to the light

cone but of order O(t(−d−1)/2) in the tangential directions ∂t + ∂r and ∂j − xj
r
∂r. The

specific property about Q0 is that it does not contain quadratic terms involving only

derivatives in the bad direction; consequently, one has a better decay estimate of the

quadratic term,

(16) For all u, v solving (2), Q0(∂u, ∂v) = O(t−d).

It can be shown that a quadratic form satisfies this property if and only if it is propor-

tional to Q0; we then say that it is compatible with the wave operator � (see §1.3 below

for generalizations to first order hyperbolic systems).

For the quadratic wave equation (1), compatible forms coincide with the bilinear

forms that satisfy the following null condition, identified by Klainerman (we follow here

Klainerman’s proof [26]),

(17) |Q0(∂u, ∂v)(t, x)|∞ ≤
C

1 + t+ |x|
∑
|I|=1

|ZIu(t, x)|
∑
|I|=1

|ZIv(t, x)|,

for all t ≥ 0, x ∈ R3, and all sufficiently smooth functions u and v. They behave

therefore like cubic terms for time decay. Such forms are called null forms. The fact

that Q0 is a null form follows easily from the double observation that

Q0(∂u, ∂v) =
1

t

(
∂tuZ0v −

3∑
j=1

Ziu∂iv
)

=
1

|x|
(
Zru∂tv − ∂ruZ0v −

3∑
i,j=1

∂iu
xi
|x|
Zijv

)
,

where ∂r =
3∑
j=1

xj
|x|
∂j and Zr =

3∑
j=1

xj
|x|
Zj.

Another important property about the null form Q0 (and therefore about all null forms

for (1)) is that, for all commuting vector fields Z given by (5) or (6),

(18) if Q is a null form for (1), then [Z,Q] is also a null form,
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with the notation [Z,Q](∂u, ∂v) = ZQ(∂u, ∂v)−Q(∂Zu, ∂v)−Q(∂u, ∂Zv). Thanks to

(18), all the quadratic forms QJK in (10) are null forms. Using (17), we can replace the

integral in the r.h.s. of the energy estimate (12) by

(19)

∫ t

0

1

1 + τ

∑
|L|≤s/2+1

|ZLu(τ)|∞
∑
|I|≤s+1

|ZIu(τ, ·)|2dτ ;

according to the discussion above, the previous proof should yield global existence

thanks to this extra decay in time; unfortunately, if we set

Ns(t) =
∑
|I|≤s+1

|ZIu(t, ·)|2 and ns(t, x) =
∑
|I|≤s+1

|ZIu(t, x)|,

the quantities Ns(t) and |ns(t, ·)|∞ are not controlled by Ms(t) and ms(t) respectively

(though the same number of derivatives are involved), and we cannot use the same

bootstrap argument.

The reason of this lack of control is that the energy E(u) controls |∂u|22 but not∑
|I|≤1|ZIu|22. One possible way to deal with this obstruction is to look for a new vector

field L(∂) such that �uL(∂)u is a conservation law for a new energy F(u) that controls

more vector fields than E(u) (which is obtained by taking L(∂) = ∂t). The vector field

L(∂)u = (1 + t2 + |x|2)∂t + 2tx · ∇+ (d− 1)t,

which had been introduced by Morawetz, has this remarkable property (see for instance

[21, 38] for a proof). The associated energy is then given (in the case d = 3 we are

interested in here) by

F(u) = E(u) +
1

2

3∑
j,k=1

|Zjku|22 +
1

2

3∑
j=1

|Zju|22 +
1

2
|Z0u+ 2u|22,

and one can then show that this energy provides the additional control we were looking

for, ∑
|I|≤1

|ZIu|2 ∼ F(u)1/2.

Proceeding as in §1.1 but with F(u) rather than E(u) (i.e. multiplying �u by L(∂)u

instead of ∂tu), the energy inequality (3) becomes

(20) F(u)1/2(t) ≤ F(u)1/2(0) +

∫ t

0

|(1 + τ + |x|)�u(τ, ·)|2dτ ;

similarly, (11) is replaced by

(21) Ns(t) ≤ C
(
Ns(0) +

∑
|J |+|K|≤s

∫ t

0

|(1 + τ + |x|)QJK(ZJ∂u, ZK∂u)(τ)|2dτ
)
.

By the null form property (17), we then get the following estimate instead of (12),

(22) Ns(t) ≤ C
(
Ns(0) +

∫ t

0

|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞Ns(τ)dτ
)
,
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and therefore, by Gronwall’s lemma,

(23) Ns(t) ≤ C1Ns(0) exp
(
C1

∫ t

0

|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞dτ
)

for some constant C1 > 0.

Using the Klainerman-Sobolev inequality to control ns/2 in terms of Ms is clearly not

enough to get global existence since we obtain the same logarithmic divergence of the

time integral as with the proof of §1.1. We can however use the following L1 − L∞

decay estimate (see [21] for a proof): for all v smooth enough and with zero Cauchy

data (v|t=0 = ∂tv|t=0 = 0), the following holds

(24) (1 + t+ |x|)|v(t, x)| ≤ C

∫
R3

∫ t

0

1

1 + τ + |y|
∑
|I|≤2

|ZI�v(τ, y)|dτdy.

Denoting by Z̃Iu the solution to the homogeneous linear wave equation (2) with same

Cauchy data as ZIu, we can use (24) to write

ns/2(t, x) ≤
∑

|I|≤s/2+1

|(ZIu− Z̃Iu)(t, x)|+
∑

|I|≤s/2+1

|Z̃Iu(t, x)|

≤ C

1 + t+ |x|

(∫
y

∫ t

0

1

1 + τ + |y|
∑

|J |+|K|≤s/2+3

|QJK(ZJ∂u, ZK∂u)|+ ε
)
.

Since we know by (18) that the QJK are null forms, we easily get from (17) that

(25) ns/2(t, x) ≤ C2

1 + t+ |x|
( ∫ t

0

1

(1 + τ)2
Ns(τ)2dτ + ε

)
for some constant C2 > 0.

We now prove Klainerman’s global existence result by a bootstrap argument on (23)

and (25). It is indeed straightforward to prove that the largest time T∗ such that

∀t ∈ [0, T∗), x ∈ Rd Ns(t) ≤ εC2(1 + t)ε2C1C2 and ns/2(t, x) ≤ ε
2C2

1 + t+ |x|
is infinite (T∗ = +∞) if C2 is chosen large enough and if ε is small enough. We have

thus proved the following theorem (of which Christodoulou gave independently another

proof based on the conformal method [3]).

Theorem 1.2 ([26, 3]). — Let d = 3 and Q satisfy the null form conditions (17) and

(18). Then if u(0) and u(1) are smooth and compactly supported, the quadratic wave

equation (1) is globally well-posed when ε is small enough.

Remark 1.3. — For the scalar wave equation (1) we have seen that the only quadratic

forms satisfying (17) and (18) are multiples of Q0. The same proof works verbatim

with, for instance, the system of wave equations introduced in Example 2 below and

for which other null forms exist (see Theorem 1.5 below).
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Remark 1.4. — The result still holds if cubic terms of the form F (u, ∂u) = O(|u|3 +

|∂u|3) are added to the quadratic null forms (treating cubic terms as in Theorem 2.1

below); Nirenberg’s trick does not cover this situation. Note also that Klainerman’s

result also cover the quasilinear case not considered in these notes.

1.3. Generalizations to first order hyperbolic systems

We propose here to discuss some basic generalization of the concepts introduced in

the previous section. Sticking to the semilinear case with homogeneous dispersion let

us consider here first order hyperbolic systems of the form

(26) ∂tU + A(∂)U = Q(U,U),

where U : (t, x) ∈ R+ × Rd → Rn, A(∂) =
∑d

j=1Aj∂j, the Aj are n × n real valued

symmetric matrices and each of the n components of Q is a bilinear symmetric form. It

follows that for all ξ ∈ Rd, the eigenvalues of A(ξ) are real and we assume for simplicity

that they are of constant multiplicity for ξ 6= 0,

(27) A(ξ) =
m∑
j=1

λj(ξ)πj(ξ),

where πj(ξ) is the eigenprojector associated to the eigenvalue λj(ξ); these mappings are

smooth on Rd\{0} and homogeneous of order 0 and 1 respectively. By convention, we

take λj(0) = 0 and πj(0) = I. We also assume that

(28) ∀j = 1 . . .m, the section {λj(ξ) = 1} is strictly convex,

which is equivalent to saying that for all ξ 6= 0, the Hessian Hess(λj(ξ)
)

is of rank d−1.

The number of non zero sectional curvatures of the hypersurfaces {(ξ, λj(ξ)), ξ ∈ Rd}
is indeed related to the L∞-decay estimates of the homogeneous equation

(29) ∂tU + A(∂)U = 0,

through stationary phase arguments, and (28) implies that this decay is the same

O(t−(d−1)/2) as for the homogeneous wave equation.

Example 1 (Scalar wave equation). — Writing v = ∂tu, w = ∇u, the quadratic wave

equation (1) can be written under the form (26), with

U =

(
v

w

)
, A(ξ) = A�(ξ) :=

(
0 −ξT
−ξ 0d×d

)
, Q(U,U) =

(
Q(U,U)

0d×1

)
.

For all ξ 6= 0, A(ξ) has three eigenvalues λ0(ξ) = 0 and λ±(ξ) = ±|ξ|; the eigenprojector

π0(ξ) is the orthogonal projector onto (0, ξ⊥) while π±(ξ) = e±(ξ) ⊗ e±(ξ) where the

eigenvectors e±(ξ) are given by e±(ξ) =
1√
2|ξ|

(∓|ξ|, ξT )T . This system satisfies (28)

except for the identically zero eigenvalue λ0 which can easily be discarded since w

remains a gradient for all times (so that π0(ξ)Û(t, ξ) = 0).
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Example 2 (System of two wave equations). — Let us consider here a system of two

coupled quadratic wave equations of the form (1),

(30)

{
�u1 = Q1

11(∂u1, ∂u1) +Q1
12(∂u1, ∂u2) +Q1

22(∂u2, ∂u2),

�u2 = Q2
11(∂u1, ∂u1) +Q2

12(∂u1, ∂u2) +Q2
22(∂u2, ∂u2),

where Qj
kl (j = 1, 2, 1 ≤ j, k ≤ 2) are bilinear forms on Rd+1. Defining U1 and U2 as in

the previous example, this system can also be put under the form (26), with

U =

(
U1

U2

)
, A(ξ) = diag(A�(ξ), A�(ξ)), Q(U,U) =

(
Q1(U,U)

Q2(U,U)

)
with Qj = (Qj

11(U1, U1)+Qj
12(U1, U2)+Qj

22(U2, U2), 0, . . . , 0)T . The eigenvalues are the

same as in the previous example, but their multiplicity is twice as large. For the same

reasons, we can discard the zero eigenvalue and focus on λ±(ξ) = ±|ξ|; the associated

eigenprojectors are now of rank 2; they are a 2× 2 block diagonal matrix with entries

corresponding to the eigenprojectors of the scalar case.

Klainerman’s vector fields method can be generalized to systems of the form (26)

satisfying (28), and decay estimates in the spirit of (7) can be established [11]. One

expects therefore global existence in dimension d ≥ 4 as for the scalar wave equation

(note however that since the placeholders for the vector fields are not differential oper-

ators anymore, a formula like (10) is in general not true). Let us therefore focus our

attention on the case d = 3.

We have seen that for the scalar quadratic wave equation (1), the only compatible

quadratic formsQ (those that satisfy the improved decay estimate (16)) are proportional

to Q0. Compatible forms for (26) are defined similarly by the property that

(31) Q(U, V ) = O(t−d) for all U, V such that (∂t + A(∂))U = (∂t + A(∂))V = 0,

with smooth and decaying enough initial data U(0), V(0).

As for the wave operator �, compatible forms with hyperbolic systems (26) satisfying

(28) can be identified [19]: they are those for which all the eigenspaces of A(ξ) are

isotropic subspaces,

(32) Q satisfies (31) iff ∀ξ ∈ Rd\{0}, ∀k = 1 . . .m, Q(πk(ξ)·, πk(ξ)·) = 0.

This result holds for all d ≥ 2. In the case d = 3 which we are interested in, and for

the system of two wave equations considered in Example 2, (32) is equivalent to

∀(τ, ξ) ∈ R1+3 such that τ 2 = ξ2
1 + ξ2

2 + ξ2
3 , Qj

kl

(
(τ, ξ)T , (τ, ξ)T

)
= 0,

for j, k, l = 1, 2. The bilinear forms Qj
kl must therefore be linear combinations of the

null form Q0 for the scalar wave equation, and of the bilinear forms Qαβ defined as

(33) Q0(∂u, ∂v) = ∂tu∂tv −∇u · ∇v, Qαβ(∂u, ∂v) = ∂αu∂βv − ∂βu∂αv,

with 0 ≤ α, β ≤ 3. As Q0, the bilinear forms Qαβ are null forms in the sense that they

satisfy (17) (the commuting vector fields are the same for the wave system (30) as for
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the scalar wave operator �). The null forms Q0 and Qαβ satisfy moreover the property

(8), and with the same proof as in §1.2, we get the following result.

Theorem 1.5 ([26, 3]). — Let d = 3 and assume that the bilinear forms Qj
kl

(1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ 2) are linear combinations of the null forms Q0 and Qαβ (0 ≤ α, β ≤ 3).

Then for all smooth and compactly supported initial conditions, there exists a unique

global solution to the wave system (30) if ε is small enough.

Though this is not apparent in the statement of the theorem, the null forms Q0 and

Qαβ are of a different nature. This will be clearer with the normal form and space-time

resonances approaches developed in the next sections.

2. NORMAL FORMS

The method of normal form was used by Shatah [34] to prove global existence for

the quadratic nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation in dimension d = 3. The idea is to

introduce a nonlinear change of variables inspired by the theory of dynamical systems

and which reduces the problem to an equation with cubic nonlinearity for which global

existence is easier. As a first example, we apply in §2.1 Shatah’s method to a system

of quadratic wave equations in dimension d = 3 and then discuss in §2.2 the case of

general first order symmetric systems.

2.1. The method of normal forms for the quadratic wave equation

2.1.1. Global existence in dimension d = 3 for the cubic wave equation. — Consider

the cubic wave equation

(34) �u = F (u, ∂u), u|t=0 = εu(0), ∂tu|t=0 = εu(1),

where F is smooth and F (u, ∂u) = O(|u|3+|∂u|3). The following result is the motivation

for the normal form method described in the next subsection.

Theorem 2.1. — Let d = 3. Then for all smooth and compactly supported initial

conditions, there exists a unique global solution to the cubic wave equation (34) if ε is

small enough.

Remark 2.2. — The proof works exactly the same for the system of wave equations of

Example 2 with cubic instead of quadratic nonlinearities.

The proof of this result follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 1.2; the extra

decay provided by the null form property (17) in the latter case is implied here by the

fact the nonlinearity is of higher order. We obtain, instead of (23),

(35) Ns(t) ≤ C1Ns(0) exp
(
C1

∫ t

0

|(1 + τ + |·|)ns/2(τ, ·)2|∞dτ
)
,
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while (25) is replaced by

(36) ns/2(t, x) ≤ C2

1 + t+ |x|
( ∫ t

0

1

(1 + τ)
|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞Ns(τ)2dτ + ε

)
.

The same bootstrap argument as for Theorem 1.2 then applies.

2.1.2. Global existence for the quadratic wave equation in dimension d = 3 via normal

forms. — Shatah’s normal form method works very well for the scalar quadratic wave

equation (1) when the quadratic term satisfies the null condition (17), i.e. when it

is proportional to Q0. It allows in this case to recover Klainerman’s result. This

example can however be misleading, as we shall see by looking at the system of two wave

equations of Example 2. As shown above, the null forms are then linear combinations

of Q0 and the Qαβ (0 ≤ α, β ≤ 3) given by (33). Contrary to the proof of Theorem

1.2 based on the null form property (17) satisfied by both Q0 and the Qαβ, the normal

form approach does not handle the null form Qαβ. We will comment on the structural

difference between Q0 and the Qαβ in §2.2 below; let us also mention here that the space-

time resonance approach of Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah handles such nonlinearities that

are beyond the scope of standard normal forms.

For the moment, let us show that Shatah’s approach is extremely simple when the

nonlinearities are null forms of “Q0-type”, i.e., when the quadratic forms Qj
kl in (30)

are of the form

(37) Qj
kl = αjklQ0,

for some constants αjkl. Indeed, we can then define

vj = uj − αj11

2
(u1)2 − αj12

2
u1u2 − αj22

2
(u2)2, (j = 1, 2)

so that

�vj = �uj − 1

2

(
2αj11u

1�u1 + αj12u
1�u2 + αj12u

2�u1 + 2αj22u
2�u2

)
−αj11Q0(∂u, ∂u)− αj12Q0(∂u, ∂v)− αj22Q0(∂v, ∂v)

= −1

2

(
2αj11u

1�u1 + αj12u
1�u2 + αj12u

2�u1 + 2αj22u
2�u2

)
.

We have achieved our normal form transform since the equation for v = (v1, v2)T is

cubic in u and can therefore be treated as the cubic terms in the proof of Theorem

2.1. We now briefly sketch how to conclude to global existence in the scalar case

(corresponding to αjkl = 0 if (j, k, l) 6= (1, 1, 1)), the adaptation to the general case

being straightforward..

Defining Ns(v, t) and ns(v, t, x) as Ns(t) and ns(t, x) with u replaced by v,

Ns(v, t) =
∑
|I|≤s+1

|ZIv|2 and ns(v, t, x) =
∑
|I|≤s+1

|ZIv(t, x)|,
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and proceeding as for (22), we get

Ns(v, t) ≤ C
(
Ns(v, 0) +

∫ t

0

∣∣(1 + τ + |x|)ns/2(τ, x)2
∣∣
∞N

s(τ)dτ
)

≤ C
(
Ns(v, 0) +

∫ t

0

∣∣(1 + τ + |x|)ns/2(τ, x)2
∣∣
∞|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞N s(τ)dτ

+

∫ t

0

∣∣(1 + τ + |x|)ns/2(τ, x)2
∣∣
∞N

s(v, τ)dτ
)
,

where we used that

(38) N s(τ) ≤ N s(v, τ) + |ns/2(τ, ·)|∞N s(τ)

(this is a simple consequence of the chain rule and the identity u = v + 1
2
u2) to obtain

the second inequality. By Gronwall’s lemma, we have therefore the following adaptation

of (35),

Ns(v, t) ≤ C
(
Ns(v, 0) +

∫ t

0

|(1 + τ + |·|)ns/2(τ, ·)2|∞|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞N s(τ)dτ
)

× exp
( ∫ t

0

|(1 + τ + |·|)ns/2(τ, ·)2|∞dτ
)
.(39)

We finally remark as for (36) that

ns/2(t, x) ≤ ns/2(v, t, x) + ns/2(t, x)2

≤ C2

1 + t+ |x|

(∫ t

0

1

(1 + τ)
|ns/2(τ, ·)|∞Ns(τ)2dτ + ε

)
+ ns/2(t, x)2.(40)

Global existence then follows from the same kind of bootstrap argument using (38),

(39) and (40).

2.2. Normal form for first order symmetric systems

As in §1.3, consider first order symmetric systems

(41) ∂tU + A(∂)U = Q(U,U), U|t=0 = U(0),

satisfying (28). We want to implement the normal form approach by introducing a

quadratic perturbation of U of the form

(42) V = U + B(U,U)− e−tA(∂)
(
U(0) + B(U(0), U(0))

)
,

where B : Rn × Rn → Rn is bilinear and chosen in such a way that the equation on

V is cubic. The last term in the right hand side of (42) is the solution of the linear

homogeneous equation with same Cauchy data as U + B(U,U). It can be removed

for the discussion below, its ony role being to ensure that V|t=0 = 0, which eases the

comparison with the space time resonance approach in §3. One computes

∂tV + A(∂)V =
(
∂t + A(∂)

)
U +

(
∂t + A(∂)

)
B(U,U)

= Q(U,U) + A(∂)B(U,U) + B(∂tU,U) + B(U, ∂tU).
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Replacing ∂tU by −A(∂)U + Q(U,U) in the last two terms, we get

∂tV + A(∂)V = B(Q(U,U), U) + B(U,Q(U,U)),

:= T(U)(43)

which has cubic nonlinearity T, provided that we are able to find B such that

Q(U,U) + A(∂)B(U,U)−B(A(∂)U,U)−B(U,A(∂)U) = 0.

Taking the Fourier transform with respect to x and projecting onto the eigenspaces of

A(ξ), this is equivalent to solving, for all j = 1 . . .m,

m∑
k,l=1

∫
Rd

(λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− λl(η))πj(ξ)B(Ûk(ξ − η), Ûl(η))dη

= i
m∑

k,l=1

∫
Rd
πj(ξ)Q(Ûk(ξ − η), Ûl(η))dη,

where Ûk(ξ) stands for πk(ξ)Û(ξ). This leads us to define B as

(44) B(U1, U2) =
m∑

j,k,l=1

Bj
kl(U

1, U2),

and

(45) F
[
Bj
kl(U

1, U2)](ξ) = i

∫
Rd

πj(ξ)Q(πk(ξ − η)Û1(ξ − η), πl(η)Û2(η))

λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− λl(η)
dη.

Defining the change of variable (42) requires therefore a close look at the set of time

resonances T defined as

(46) T =
m⋃

j,k,l=1

T jkl, with T jkl = {(ξ, η) ∈ Rd×Rd, λj(ξ)−λk(ξ−η)−λl(η) = 0}.

In order to give sense to (45), it is natural to impose the following condition for all

1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ m,

(47) ∀(ξ, η) ∈ T jkl, η 6= 0, ξ − η 6= 0, πj(ξ)Q(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·) = 0

(when ξ = 0, we set πj(0) = I); we will refer to (47) as the transparency condition,

this terminology being rooted in nonlinear optics, see §4.2. This condition implies in

particular that Q must be a compatible form (i.e., that it must satisfy (32)).

Example 3 (System of two wave equations). — For the system of two wave equations

considered in Example 2, we have seen that the identically zero eigenvalue can be

discarded, so that we have two relevant eigenvalues λ±(ξ) = ±|ξ|. The components of

the time resonant set are therefore denoted T ±±,±, and one readily checks that

T +
−− = {0, 0}, T −−− = {(ξ, η), ∃λ ≥ 1, ξ = λη},
T −+− = {(ξ, η), ∃0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, ξ = λη}, T −−+ = {(ξ, η), ∃λ ≤ 0, ξ = −λη},
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and T ∓∓,∓ = T ±±,±. Since the eigenprojectors π± are homogeneous of order zero and

π+(ξ) = π−(−ξ), the transparency condition (47) is equivalent to the compatibility

condition (32). Note however that this equivalence is not true in general (for a system of

three wave equations with different speeds, this would not be the case because (λj(ξ), ξ)

and (λl(η), η) are not necessarily colinear at resonances).

The transparency condition (47) is not sufficient to define and derive estimates for the

change of variables (42), (44), (45) (this is a major difference with Poincaré’s theory

of normal form for dynamical systems). Small divisors in (47) may indeed appear

in (45) near the resonances and additional assumptions must be made on the order of

cancellation of (47). For instance, the following strong transparency condition obviously

ensures that (47) is well defined,

(48) ∃C > 0,
∥∥πj(ξ)Q(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·)

∥∥
L2 ≤ C|λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− λl(η)|

for all (ξ, η) ∈ Rd × Rd, ξ − η 6= 0, η 6= 0, and where ‖ · ‖L2 is the canonical norm for

bilinear forms on Rd+1. This assumption, however, is very strong and is not satisfied for

most applications. In general, when the normal form approach can be implemented, the

order of cancellation of the nonlinearity at resonances is intermediate between (47) and

(48): the singularities in (45) are not completely removed, but they are controllable.

In order to illustrate these comments, let us go back to the system of two wave

equations of Example 2. The difference between the null forms Q0 and Qαβ for the

normal form approach observed in §2.1.2 can be interpreted in terms of transparency:

the former is more transparent than the latter (i.e. it removes more singularities in

(45)).

When Q only involves Q0 (i.e. when it is as in (37)) one has, with the notations of

Examples 1-2, and for all j, k, l = ± (recall that the identically zero eigenvalue can be

discarded),

‖πj(ξ)Q0(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·)‖L2 ∼
∣∣Q0

(
ek(ξ − η), el(η)

∣∣
=

∣∣1− kl (ξ − η) · η
|ξ − η||η|

∣∣
= |ϕjkl(ξ, η)|j|ξ|+ k|ξ − η|+ l|η|

|ξ − η||η|
,(49)

where we introduced the notation

ϕjkl(ξ, η) = λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− λl(η).

The fact that the phase ϕjkl(ξ, η) can be factored out of the right-hand side of (49)

reduces considerably the set of singularities. In general, singularities in (45) are located

on the set of time-resonances T given by (46) (see Example 3 for the system of two

wave equations), but (49) shows us that thanks to the structure of Q0, singularities are

reduced to the set {η = 0} ∪ {η = ξ}.
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For the null forms Qαβ, there is no factorization as in (49) and the set of singularities

cannot be sufficiently reduced to make the normal form approach operative.

Remark 2.3. — Even in the case where Q only involves Q0, singularities in (45) are not

entirely removed while we know from §2.1.2 that the normal form transform is extremely

simple. This is because this transform is polynomial in u, and therefore singular in ∂u

(or equivalently in U if the formulation (41) is used).

To end this section, one can say as a rule of thumb that the normal form approach

works if

1. The time resonance set T is small enough. This is for instance the case in Shatah’s

paper [34] for the Klein-Gordon equation where T = ∅; all types of quadratic

nonlinearities can then be removed.

2. The time resonance set T is not necessarily small, but the set of singularities

in the normal form transform (45) is considerably reduced by some transparency

property of the nonlinearity. For systems of wave equations, the null form Q0

satisfies such a property, but not the null forms Qαβ.

The space-time resonance approach of Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah is an alternative

to Klainerman’s vector fields method to handle situations that do not belong to one

of the above two cases. As shown in the next section, this method is an elegant and

natural extension of Shatah’s normal forms.

3. THE SPACE TIME RESONANCE APPROACH

3.1. General description

3.1.1. The profile formulation. — The space time resonance approach is based on the

Duhamel formulation for the profile of the solution of the nonlinear dispersive equa-

tion under consideration. For the first order symmetric hyperbolic systems already

considered in §1.3 and §2.2, namely,

(50) ∂tU + A(∂)U = Q(U,U), U|t=0 = U(0),

the profile of U is defined as

W (t) = etA(∂)U(t) =
m∑
j=1

eitλj(D)πj(D)U(t),

where we used the decomposition (27). The Duhamel formulation for (50) takes there-

fore the form

Ŵ (t, ξ) = Û(0)(ξ) +
m∑

j,k,l=1

∫ t

0

∫
Rd
eiτϕ

j
kl(ξ,η)πj(ξ)Q(Ŵk(τ, ξ − η), Ŵl(τ, η))dηdτ,

:= Û(0)(ξ) + ̂J(W,W )(t, ξ),(51)
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where we used the notations

ϕjkl(ξ, η) = λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− λl(η), Wj = πj(D)W.

The strategy is to construct global solutions to (51) that have the same decay properties

as solutions of the homogeneous linear equation. One must therefore find a Banach

space X adapted to this behavior; for instance, for systems (50) satisfying (28), one

should have supt≥1 t|u(t)|∞ . |u|X to catch the O(t−1) time decay of free solutions in

dimension d = 3. One then has to prove that the mapping

W 7→ U(0) + J(W,W )

is a contraction in X in the neighborhood of the origin. Global existence then follows

by a standard fixed point theorem.

3.1.2. Space transparency. — As said above, the choice of the space X in which we

expect the existence of a fixed point for (51) depends on the behavior of the solutions

to the homogeneous linear equation, but also on technical estimates on the bilinear

form J. These estimates depend on the equation under consideration. Therefore, to

make our discussion as general as possible here, we do not give a precise description of

the space X here and focus on the strategy proposed by Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah

to control the time behavior of J. More details will be given in §3.2 devoted to the

application of this method to the water waves equations.

Decomposing J into J =
m∑

j,k,l=1

J jkl with obvious notations, and remarking that

∂τ (e
iτϕjkl) = iϕjkle

iτϕjkl and ∂η(e
iτϕjkl) = iτ∂ηϕ

j
kle

iτϕjkl

(where ∂η denotes the partial derivative with respect to any of the coordinates of η), we

can choose to integrate by parts either with respect to τ or η in the expression for J jkl:

1. Integration by parts with respect to τ . We then obtain (omitting the subscripts

k, l for the sake of clarity),

̂J j(W,W )(t, ξ) = −iπj(ξ)
∫
Rd

eiτϕ
j

ϕj
Q
(
Ŵ (τ, ξ − η), Ŵ (τ, η)

)
dη

∣∣∣∣∣
t

0

+ iπj(ξ)

∫ t

0

∫
Rd

eiτϕ
j

ϕj
∂τ
[
Q
(
Ŵ (τ, ξ − η), Ŵ (τ, η)

)]
dηdτ.(52)

Remarking that ∂τW =
∑

j e
iτλj(D)πj(D)Q(U,U) and using the notations (43)

and (44), we get

J j(W,W ) = −eitλj(D)Bj(U,U) +Bj(U(0), U(0)) +

∫ t

0

eiτλ
j(ξ)πj(D)T(U)dτ.

It follows that we can rewrite (51) under the form

U = e−tA(∂)
(
(U(0) + B(U(0), U(0))

)
−B(U,U) + V,
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where V is the solution of (∂t + A(∂))V = T(U) with zero initial data. This

is exactly the normal form transform (42). Performing a time integration in the

integral defining J is therefore equivalent to looking for a standard normal form.

2. Integration by parts with respect to η. We now obtain (still ommitting the sub-

scripts k, l),

(53) ̂J j(W,W )(t, ξ) = i

∫ t

1

∫
Rd

eiτϕ
j

τ
∂η
[ 1

∂ηϕj
πj(ξ)Q

(
Ŵ (τ, ξ − η), Ŵ (τ, η)

)]
dηdτ,

where we have changed the lower bound for the time integration in the definition of

J to avoid any artificial singularity at τ = 0; since the difficulty in the control of J

occurs for large t, this modification does not affect the discussion. The interest

of this transformation is twofold: it provides an extra O(τ−1) time decay in the

integrand (the same extra decay granted by the reduction to a cubic nonlinearity

in the normal form approach when d = 3), and it changes the set of singularities

which is not given by the time resonant set T anymore.

Since the first of the two cases discussed above coincides with the normal form

approach, we refer therefore to §2.2 for a discussion on the situations where this method

can be or not successful. We consequently turn our attention towards the second case,

and more particularly to the transformed expression (53).

The set of time resonances T defined in (46) is now irrelevant to describe the singular-

ities of (53), and it must be replaced by the set of space resonances S defined as the

set of all (ξ, η) such that ∇ηϕ
j
kl vanishes for some 1 ≤ j, k, l ≤ m,

(54) S =
m⋃

k,l=1

Skl, with Skl = {(ξ, η), ∇λk(ξ − η) = ∇λl(η)}.

Example 4. — With the notations of Example 3, we get for the system of two wave

equations of Example 2,

S++ = S−− = {(ξ, η), ∃λ > 1, ξ = λη},
S+− = S−+ = {(ξ, η), ∃λ < 1, ξ = λη}.

We can in particular remark that S+− = T +
+− ∪ T −+− and S++ = T +

++ ∪ T −++ (the other

cases being deduced from these two); therefore, in this particular example, the set of

singularities for (53) contains (up to endpoint cases) the set of singularities for the

normal form transform (45).

The same discussion as in the end of §2.2 leads to expect two kinds of situations

where this new approach may be successful:

1. The space resonance set S is small enough.

2. The space resonance set S is not necessarily small, but the set of singularities (53)

is considerably reduced by some property of the nonlinearity.
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To describe more precisely the second part of this alternative, we now introduce two

conditions on the nonlinearity inspired by the transparency and strong transparency

conditions (47) and (48). We will call the first one space transparency condition,

(55) ∀(ξ, η) ∈ Skl, η 6= 0, ξ − η 6= 0, πj(ξ)Q(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·) = 0;

and the second one, which is a sufficient condition for the transformation (53) to be

defined, will be referred to as the strong space transparency condition:

(56) ∃C > 0,

{
Q = Q1 + · · ·+ Qd,∥∥πj(ξ)Qp(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·)

∥∥
L2 ≤ C|∂pλk(ξ − η)− ∂pλl(η)|,

for all p = 1 . . . d and (ξ, η) ∈ Rd × Rd, ξ − η 6= 0, η 6= 0.

Remark 3.1. — Note that the singularities arising when ∂η hits (∂ηϕ)−1 in (53) are not

directly controlled by this space transparency condition. However, these singularities

are of the form |ξ − η|−1 or |η|−1 and (56) furnishes a control of the corresponding

component of (53) in terms of |ξ|−1Ŵ , or, through Hardy type inequalities, in terms of

∇ξŴ . This is a quantity we already need to handle for other terms coming from the

η differentiation in (53). See §3.1.3 for more comments on this point.

Example 5 (System of two wave equations). — We have seen that S±± = T +
±± ∪ T −±±,

therefore, the fact that all the null forms Q0 and Qαβ satisfy the (time) transparency

condition (47) implies that they also satisfy the space transparency condition (55).

We have seen in §2.2 that Q0 does not satisfy the strong transparency condition (48)

but that it removes enough singularities to allow the normal form transform (45) to

work. We now check wether the situation is similar for Qαβ and the singular integral

(53). One computes that, when αβ 6= 0,

Qαβ(πk(ξ − η)·, πl(η)·) ∼ (ξ − η)αηβ − (ξ − η)βηα
|ξ − η||η|

= kl
[
∂αλk(ξ − η)∂βλl(η)− ∂βλk(ξ − η)∂αλl(η)

]
= klQαβ

(
∇λk(ξ − η)−∇λl(η),∇λl(η)

)
,

and (56) is satisfied. It can also be easily checked that Qα0 and Q0β also satisfy (56).

The transformation (53) can then be well defined.

3.1.3. Compatibility condition on the phase. — We will not implement fully the space

time resonance approach for the examples used throughout these notes (system of two

wave equations for instance). This would raise specific technical details of little interest

here; however, we point out here a difficulty inherent to the space resonance method.

If we use the space resonance analysis and integrate by parts with respect to η

in (51), we are left with (53) whose integrand contains frequency derivatives of the

profiles, e.g. ∂ηŴl(τ, η). We need therefore to control ∂ξŴ (τ, ξ) (taking the inverse

Fourier transform, this is equivalent to providing weighted estimates on W ). In order
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to get such controls, let us differentiate (51) with respect to ξ. The most problematic

terms are obtained when ∂ξ hits the exponential terms; they are given by

Ajkl(τ, ξ) = i

∫ t

0

∫
Rd
eitϕ

j
klτ∂ξϕ

j
klπj(ξ)Q

(
Ŵk(τ, ξ − η), Ŵ (τ, η)

)
dηdτ ;

frequency differentiation has therefore created a new time growing term τ in the inte-

grand. In many situations (e.g. [16] for 2d quadratic NLS equations and [15] for water

waves) these additional terms bring some new and helpful (space or time) transparency

properties that can be used to get rid of the new time growing term. Such compatibility

conditions seem to be quite related to the homogeneity of the λj; in the present case,

the homogeneity is of order one, so that ξ · ∇λj(ξ) = λj(ξ) and we get

ξ · ∇ξϕ
j
kl(ξ, η) = ξ · (∇λj(ξ)−∇λk(ξ − η))

= λj(ξ)− λk(ξ − η)− η · ∇λk(ξ − η)

= ϕjkl(ξ, η) + η · ∇ϕjkl,

which is the sum of a time strong transparent term and of a space strong transparent

term.

3.1.4. Conclusion. — Combining what we have seen on time and space resonances, we

can give another rule of thumb for the full space time resonance approach of Germain-

Masmoudi-Shatah: it is likely to work if

1. The set of space time resonances R = S ∩ T is small enough. This is not the case

for the system of two wave equations since T = S, but for some equations, R is

much smaller than T (for the quadratic Schrödinger equation for instance [14]).

2. The space-time resonance set R is not necessarily small, but the set of singular-

ities in the normal form transform (45) or the space resonance transform (53) is

considerably reduced by some time or space transparency property of the nonlin-

earity — or by some compatibility condition of the phases. For the system of two

waves equations, null forms Q0 yields time transparency, and the Qαβ give space

transparency.

3.2. An example of application: global existence for 3d water waves in sur-

face dimension d = 2

In their paper [15], the authors consider the three-dimensional irrotational water

wave problem in presence of gravity. The surface S is parametrized by the graph of

a function h, S = {(x, h(t, x)), x ∈ R2}, and the fluid domain Ω is the region located

below this graph. The fluid is assumed to be incompressible and its flow irrotational.

The velocity field v inside the fluid can therefore be written as v = ∇x,zΦ, where Φ is

harmonic in Ω. Denoting by ψ the trace of Φ on S, and seeing ψ as a function on R2
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rather than on S, the initial value problem can be written [7],

(57)


∂th = G(h)ψ,

∂tψ = −h− 1

2
|∇ψ|2 +

1

2(1 + |∇h|2)
(G(h)ψ +∇h · ∇ψ)2,

(h, ψ)|t=0 = (h0, ψ0),

where G(h) is the Dirichlet-Neumann operator, G(h)ψ =
√

1 + |∇h|2∂nΦ|S .

Using the space time resonance approach, Germain-Masmoudi-Shatah proved a global

existence result for (57) for small initial data. Writing, with D = −i∇,

(58) Λ := |D|, u := h+ iΛ1/2ψ, f := eitΛ
1/2

u, u0 := h0 + iΛ1/2ψ0,

their result is the following.

Theorem 3.2 ([15]). — Let δ > 0, N integer and define

|u|X := sup
t≥0

t|u|W 4,∞ + (1 + t)−δ|u|HN + (1 + t)−δ|xf |2 + |u|2.

If δ is small enough, N large enough, then there exists ε > 0 such that if

|e−itΛ1/2
u0|X < ε, then there exists a unique global solution u of (57) such that

|u|X < 2ε.

Remark 3.3. — Due to a confusion of notations of the authors in their blow up criterion

(see §3.2.1 below), the statement of this theorem should probably be modified; more

precisely, one should replace |u|HN in the definition of X by |h|HN +|(∇X,zΦ)|S |HN−1/2(S),

where Φ is the harmonic extension of ψ in the fluid domain.

Remark 3.4. — For the water waves problem, the eigenvalues of the linear part of the

equations are λ±(ξ) = ±|ξ|−1/2. The Hessian of this matrix has maximal rank, and

one expects from the stationary phase theorem a time decay in L∞ norm of order

O(t−d/2) (versus O(t−(d−1)/2) for the wave equation). Since nonlinearities in (57) are

quadratic, this decay is far from enough to conclude to global existence when the

horizontal dimension is d = 1. If quadratic nonlinearities can be removed (by a normal

form) or if an extra O(t−1/2) time decay can be gained (by a null form condition),

we are in a situation comparable to the wave equation in dimension 3 with quadratic

nonlinearities that do not satisfy the null condition (see §1.2). One expects in this

particular situation an existence time of size O(ect/ε
2
) for initial data of size O(ε). Such

a result was proved by Wu [43] with methods combining Klainerman’s vector fields and

a clever change of variables — note that for technical reasons, the result of [43] gives

an existence time O(ect/ε) instead of O(ect/ε
2
).

In horizontal dimension d = 2, the L∞-decay is O(t−1), and the situation should be the

same as for the quadratic wave equation in dimension 3: a generic existence time of

order O(ect/ε), and global existence if we are able to implement a normal form transform

or use a null form condition. This corresponds to Theorem 3.2 above, as well as to

another result by Wu [44], who extended the tools developed in [43] to the case d = 2.
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These two results are not the same though, and their proofs are completely different.

A comparison of these results can be found in [15] (p. 696).

3.2.1. Local existence and blow up criterion. — The first step consists of course in

proving a local existence theorem for (57). Since the works of S. Wu [41, 42], many

local existence theorems have been derived without restrictive condition. The authors

use here the approach of [37] to prove the following W 4,∞-blow up criterion for these

local solutions,

(59) ∀t ≥ 0, EN(t) . EN(0) +

∫ t

0

|u(τ)|W 4,∞EN(τ)dτ

where u is as in (58) while the energy EN is

EN ∼ |(∇x,zΦ)|S |2HN−1/2(S) + |h|2HN (S),

where Φ is the harmonic extension of ψ in the fluid domain. Since (59) can be established

by other means and is not related to the space time resonance approach, we do not spend

time commenting on it here.

Let us just mention here that due to a confusion of notations, the authors use that

EN ∼ |u|2HN . This does not seem to be true because

∇ψ = (∇Φ)|S + (∂zΦ)|S∇h;

controlling |u|HN requires a control of |∇ψ|HN−1/2 and therefore of |h|HN+1/2 , which is

not controlled by EN . This is the reason why we suggested in Remark 3.3 to change

the space X in Theorem 3.2.

3.2.2. The profile formulation. — To give a formulation of the water waves equations

(57) in terms of profiles (see §3.1.1), we first expand the equations in powers of h and

ψ up to quartic terms, using the expansion of the Dirichlet-Neumann operator of [6],
∂th = Λψ −∇ · (h∇ψ)− Λ(hΛψ)− 1

2

(
Λ(h2Λ2ψ) + Λ2(h2Λψ)− 2Λ(hΛ(hΛψ)) +R1

∂tψ = −h− 1

2
|∇ψ|2 +

1

2
|Λψ|2 + Λψ

(
hΛ2ψ − Λ(hΛψ)

)
+R2;

with the notations (58), this allows us to write

f̂(t, ξ) = û0(ξ) +

j∑
j=1

cj,±,±

∫ t

0

∫
eiτϕ±,±mj(ξ, η)f̂∓(τ, η)f̂∓(τ, ξ − η)dηdτ

+
4∑
j=3

cj,±,±,±

∫ t

0

∫ ∫
eiτϕ±,±,±mj(ξ, η, σ)f̂∓(τ, η)f̂∓(τ, σ)f̂∓(τ, ξ − η − σ)dηdσdτ

+

∫ t

0

eis|ξ|
1/2

R̂(s, ξ)dξ,

:= û0(ξ) + Ĵ(f),(60)
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where the cj,±,± and cj,±±,± are complex coefficients, and f+ = f , f− = f̄ , while

R = R1 + iΛ1/2R2. Formulas for the phases and the symbols mj will be given when

needed.

As in §3.1.1, the global existence result will follow from a fixed point theorem in X

on the mapping f 7→ u0 + J(f); we have therefore to prove that J is a contraction in X

near the origin. The plan of the proof is the following: quadratic terms are first removed

with a normal form transform. Controlling the cubic terms is a bit more complicated

than for the wave equation (there is no such result as Theorem 2.1 for the water waves

equations); this is done by another normal form transform (weakly resonant case) or

by an integration by parts in frequency (strongly resonant case). Even though many

space time resonances are present, this is made possible by a nonlinear compatibility

condition of the phase. Finally, quartic and higher terms decay very fast and can easily

be controlled; consequently, we do not comment on them here.

3.2.3. Quadratic terms. — We analyze here the quadratic terms in (60), which are of

the form

(61)

∫ t

0

∫
eiτϕ±,±mj(ξ, η)f̂∓(τ, η)f̂∓(τ, ξ − η)dηdτ (j = 1, 2).

The quadratic phases ϕ±,± are given by

ϕ±,±(ξ, η) = |ξ|1/2 ± |η|1/2 ± |ξ − η|1/2,

and the symbols mj(ξ, η) are

m1(ξ, η) =
1

|η|1/2
(ξ · η− |ξ||η|), m2(ξ, η) =

1

2

|ξ|1/2

|η|1/2|ξ − η|1/2
(
η · (ξ− η) + |η||ξ− η|

)
.

Remark that the time resonant set is given by

T =
⋃
±,±

T±,±, with T++ = {(0, 0)}, T−− = {η = 0 or ξ − η = 0},

while T−+ and T+− are easily deduced from T−− by permutation of the variables. It

follows that the symbols mj satisfy the (time) transparency property (47) but not the

strong transparency property (48). There is actually an intermediate transparency

property allowing a normal form transform. Before stating this transparency property,

let us recall that the outcome of the normal form transformation (52) is a decomposition

of (61) of the form

(62) (61) = ĝ1(t, ξ) + cubic terms

(up to a time independent term that does not raise any difficulty), where ĝ1 is a

quadratic term without time integration coming from the integration by parts,

ĝ1(t, ξ) =

∫
eiτϕ±,±µ(ξ, η)f̂∓(t, η)f̂∓(t, ξ − η)dη,
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with µ =
mj(ξ, η)

iϕ±,±
. The “transparency” property satisfied by m1 and m2 is that µ(ξ, η)

belongs to the class of symbols such that

– µ is homogeneous of degree one,

– one has µ(ξ, η) = A
(
|η|1/2, η|η| , ξ

)
if |η| � |ξ| ∼ 1,

– one has µ(ξ, η) = A
(
|ξ − η|1/2, ξ−η|ξ−η| , ξ

)
if |ξ − η| � |ξ| ∼ 1,

– one has µ(ξ, η) = |ξ|1/2A
(
|ξ|1/2, ξ|ξ| , η

)
if |ξ| � |η| ∼ 1,

whereA generically denotes a smooth function of its arguments. In particular, µ belongs

to the class B1 of symbols defined below.

Definition 3.5. — A symbol m(ξ, η) belongs to Bs if

– It is homogeneous of degree s,

– It is smooth outside {η = 0} ∪ {ξ − η = 0} ∪ {ξ = 0},
– One has

if |ξ1| � |ξ2|, |ξ3| ∼ 1, m = A
(
|ξ1|,

ξ1

|ξ1|
, ξ2

)
,

where (ξ1, ξ2, ξ3) = (ξ, ξ − η, η) up to circular permutations.

It is not complicated to show (Theorem C.1 of [15]) that the pseudoproduct operators

associated to such symbols m,

Bm(f1, f2) := F−1

∫
m(ξ, η)f̂1(η)d̂2(ξ − η)dη

satisfy standard product estimates. For instance, for 1
r

= 1
p

+ 1
q
, 1 < p, q < ∞, and if

s ≥ 0, k ∈ N and m ∈ Bs,

|∇kBm(f1, f2)|Lr . |f1|W s+k,p|f2|Lq + |f |Lp |g|W s+k,q ;

the main difference between such pseudoproducts and standards products is that the

endpoint cases p, q = 1,∞ are excluded, which induces some slight technical complica-

tions.

Using these pseudoproduct estimates one can obtain (see Prop. 4.1 of [15]),

(63) ∀t ≥ 0, t|e−itΛ1/2

g1(t, ·)|W 4,∞ . |u|2X and (1 + t)−δ|xg1|2 . |u|2X ;

the second estimate requires more work than the first one; since |xg1|2 = |∇ξĝ1|2, it is

essential as explained in §3.1.3 that the frequency derivative of the phase, ∂ξϕ±,±(ξ, η),

satisfies a compatibility condition allowing time or frequency integration by parts in

the corresponding integral. This compatibility condition is given here by

∂ξϕ±,± =
1

2

ξ

|ξ|3/2
± 1

2

ξ − η
|ξ − η|3/2

.

The contribution of the first term is harmless since we recall that we work here with

a symbol µ vanishing at order 1/2 in ξ; the second term can be put with the term

f̂∓(τ, ξ − η) in (61) and controlled by fractional integration.
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3.2.4. Weakly resonant cubic terms. — Consider now the cubic terms. They are of the

form

(64) ĝ2(t, ξ) =

∫ t

0

∫ ∫
eiτϕ±,±,±µ(ξ, η, σ)f̂∓(τ, η)f̂∓(τ, η)f̂(τ, ξ − η − σ)dηdσdτ ;

some of them come from the second line of (60), and others come from the normal form

transform of the quadratic terms — see (62). But the relevant distinction we have to

make among all the cubic terms deals with their phase, not their provenance. The cubic

phases are given by

ϕ±,±,±(ξ, η, σ) = |ξ|1/2 ± |η|1/2 ± |σ|1/2 ± |ξ − η − σ|1/2.

Some of them have few time resonances (seen now as a subset of R2
ξ × R2

η × R2
σ), and

we call them weakly resonant cubic terms. They correspond to ϕ+++ (for which the

time resonant set T is reduced to a point), and ϕ−++, ϕ+−+, ϕ++− and ϕ−−−. Time

resonances for ϕ−−− (the other cases can be deduced by permutation of the variables)

are given by

T−−− = {η = σ = 0 or σ = ξ − η − σ = 0 or η = ξ − η − σ = 0}.

We recall that we need to control e−itΛ
1/2
g2 in W 4,∞ and xg2 in L2. The difficulties to

derive such estimates are essentially the same as those encountered for the weighted

estimate of the quadratic terms g1 in the previous section. We thus get

(65) ∀t ≥ 0, t|e−itΛ1/2

g2(t, ·)|W 4,∞ . |u|3X and (1 + t)−δ|xg2|2 . |u|3X .

3.2.5. Strongly resonant cubic terms. — We are thus left with cubic terms with phases

ϕ−−+, ϕ−+− and ϕ+−−, which are identical up to permutation of the variables. The

situation is drastically different than in §3.2.4 because the time resonant set T−−+ is now

very large (of dimension 5). The time growing terms associated to weighted estimates

(see §3.1.3) cannot be controlled by a simple integration in time as for the weakly

resonant cubic terms. With the hope of controlling them with an integration by parts

in frequency, we look at the space resonant set S−−+ (defined as the set of all (ξ, η, σ)

such that ∇η,σϕ−−+(ξ, η, σ) = 0). According to the analysis of §3.1.4, we would like the

space time resonant set R−−+ = T−−+ ∩ S−−+ to be small. This set is given by

R−−+ = {ξ = η = σ},

and is therefore much smaller than T−−+ (it is of dimension 2), but yet too large to

control directly the singularities created by integration by parts in frequency. The key

ingredient here is a bilinear compatibility condition satisfied by ϕ−−+ and bringing more

transparency (see §3.1.3 for comments on this point). This compatibility condition can

be written

∂ξϕ−−+ = A(ξ, η, σ)
[
∂ηϕ−−+, ∂σϕ−−+

]
,

with A smooth in (ξ, η, σ) and bilinear in the arguments between brackets. This term

is strongly space transparent in the sense of (56) (or more exactly, to its obvious gen-

eralization to cubic phases). This is the crucial point that allows the authors of [15] to
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conclude, after a delicate technical implementation of these ideas, that strongly resonant

terms also satisfy (65).

4. COMPATIBLE FORMS, NULL CONDITION AND

TRANSPARENCY IN OTHER CONTEXTS

We have seen that the global existence issue for nonlinear dispersive equation is linked

to various conditions on the structure of the nonlinearity, such as compatibility, null

condition, or time and space transparency. It is also well known that the null condition

plays also a central role for the well posedness issue below the standard regularity

threshold s > d/2 for semilinear systems, as noticed by Klainerman and Machedon (see

for instance [28]). We present here two lesser known examples where these notions also

play a central role.

4.1. Compensated compactness

Let Ω be an open subset of RN and consider a differential operator A(∂) and its

domain H(Ω,A),

A(∂) =
N∑
j=1

Aj∂j, H(Ω,A) = {u ∈ L2(Ω)n, A(∂)u ∈ L2(Ω)n},

where the Aj are n × n matrices with real constant coefficients. To every continuous

function f : RN → R and every u ∈ H(Ω, A), one can associate a function f(u)

defined almost everywhere on Ω by f(u)(x) = f(u(x)). If we assume that f has at

most quadratic growth at infinity, f(u) is a distribution, and it is a typical question

of compensated compactness motivated for instance by homogenization problems to

answer the question

“ When is f :
H(Ω, A) → D′(Ω)

u 7→ f(u)
weakly sequentially continuous? ”;

equivalently, when are we sure that for all uε ⇀ u0 in L2 such that A(∂)uε ⇀ A(∂)u0

in L2, one has f(uε) → f(u0) in D′(Ω)? We refer to the earlier works of Murat and

Tartar [32, 40] and many subsequent works for a full answer to this question.

Our point here is to make a link between this problem and the different conditions

on the nonlinearities seen in these notes (compatibility, null condition, transparency,

etc.). Consider therefore A = ∂t + A(∂), with A satisfying (28) (and thus N = d + 1,

∂d+1 = ∂t). It is a classical result of compensated compactness [32, 40] that bilinear

forms having the weakly sequential continuity described above coincide with compatible

forms in the sense of (32). We recall that compatible forms coincide with null forms in

the sense of (17) for (systems of) wave equations, showing therefore an example of the

relevance of null conditions for this problem.
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4.2. Diffractive optics

Consider here a first order symmetric system of the form (26)

(66) ∂tU + A(∂)U = Q(U,U),

with fast oscillating initial conditions

(67) U|t=0(x) = εp
N∑
l=1

u0
l (x) exp(

kl · x
ε

) + c.c.,

where kl ∈ Rd\{0}, and c.c. stands for “complex conjugate”; when (66) are Maxwell’s

equation, these initial conditions are sums of wave packets modeling laser pulses. We

are interested in the propagation of these N laser pulses (i.e. of the corresponding

solution to (66)) for “diffractive” times of order O(1/ε), for which the propagation

is typically described by nonlinear Schrödinger equations. The problem of diffractive

optics consists in constructing an approximate solution to (66) and to prove that it

remains close to the exact solution over this time scale.

The reason why we are interested in times of order O(1/ε) is because diffractive effects

are of size O(ε) and their cumulated contribution is of size O(1) for such times. If we

want nonlinear effects to be of the same order as the diffractive ones, the amplitude εp

must be chosen such that the cumulated effects of the nonlinearities are also O(1) for

such times. For a quadratic nonlinearity, this corresponds to p = 1/2.

Denote by λj(k) and πj(k) the eigenvalues and eigenprojectors of A(k), and

by cj = ∇λj(k) the group velocity. Assuming that the initial envelopes u0
l satisfy

πjl(kl)u
0
l = u0

l for some 1 ≤ jl ≤ m (polarization condition), it can be proved [10, 23, 2]

that consistent approximations to (66) must be of the form

Uapp(t, x) =
N∑
l=1

ul(εt, x− clt) exp(
kl · x− λjl(kl)t

ε
) + c.c.+ ε〈u〉(εt, t, x) + . . .

where the sum accounts for the leading order oscillating terms, while 〈u〉 is the leading

order non oscillating term; dots account for lower order terms. Moreover, the ul(T, y)

must satisfy the polarization condition

(68) πjl(kl)ul = ul

and the following linear Schrödinger equation,

(69) ∂Tul −
i

2
λ′′jl(kl)(∂y, ∂y)ul = 0,

where λ′′jl(kl) stands for the Hessian of λjl at kl. Nonlinear effects are responsible

for the creation of a non oscillating mode 〈u〉 (even if it is not initially present) by

quadratic interaction of the oscillating modes; this effect is called rectification; the
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equation modeling this effect is

(70) ∂T 〈u〉+ second order dispersive terms =
N∑
l=1

Q(ul, ul).

When the nonlinearity Q satisfies the transparency condition (47), nonlinearities dis-

appear from (70) because of (68) — actually, (47) needs only be satisfied for ξ = 0

and η = k, a condition called weak transparency in optics. The nonlinear equations

(66) with initial conditions (67) are then approximated with an error O(ε) (e.g. in L∞

norm) for times of order O(1/ε) by a system of linear equations.

In order to observe the nonlinear effects, it is natural to consider initial conditions of

larger amplitude, and therefore take p = 0 in (67). The weak transparency condition

now appears as a compatibility condition to construct an approximate solution in this

setting. The set of N linear Schrödinger equations (69) is now replaced by a set of N

cubic Schrödinger equations (see [5] for N = 1). Let us make a few comments:

– The cubic nonlinearity for these NLS equations is the same as the one obtained

after the normal form transform in §2.2, even though the weak transparent property

is not sufficient to implement fully this normal form transform.

– It is possible to have sets of three coupled NLS equations. More precisely, the

equations for ul, ul′ , ul′′ are a priori coupled if kl′′ = kl−kl′ and if (kl,k
′
l) belongs

to the time resonant set of the phase ϕ(ξ, η) = λjl(ξ)− λj′l(ξ − η)− λj′′l (η).

– Wave packets travelling at different group speeds do not interact significantly.

Therefore, the a priori coupling terms identified above are effective if and only

if the group speeds of ul, ul′ and ul′′ are the same [23, 29]. Equivalently, (kl,k
′
l)

must also belong to the space resonant set of the phase ϕ.

These comments give therefore a physical interpretation in diffractive optics of the

space time resonant set (see §3.1.4): it is a representation of all the possible three wave

interactions of diffractive wave packets.

Note also that the weak transparency condition only allows one to derive a formal

model. Stronger notions of transparency, such as (47) or (48) are required to justify

this approximation. A very rich discussion of the transparency in optics has been carried

out by Joly, Métivier and Rauch [24].
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